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Destiny is coming for Crew's fated mate, and he doesn't believe destiny can be thwarted.... but he's

wrong.Crew is a powerful, yet tortured, wolf shifter who is convinced he has to live out the visions he

sees in his head... true love lost before it has a chance to begin.Dahlia is living a life that doesn't

make sense to anyone but her, but when it all changes in the blink of an eye, she learns there is

more to life than what she can imagine. When she meets Crew in another time, another life, a

realistic dream, something tells her that he will come for her, when she dies.74,503 wordsThis book

can be read as a standalone, no cliffie, but you will enjoy it more if you read books 1 and 2 first.
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Shifter's Echo (One True Mate #3)by Lisa Ladew (Goodreads Author)Wendy Hodges's reviewAug

18, 2017 Ã‚Â· editit was amazingReading this I knew it would be hard in places, in previous books

we learnt Crew was going to see his mate die. Now this gets a bit confusing because they go into

other worlds in their sleep, you have to concentrate to figure out with world they are in at each event



that happens. I followed it fairly well most of the time once I realised what was happening, what I

was worried about though was this death that was supposed to happen to Dahlia. Well I am not

telling you how that goes you will have to read it yourself, is it worth it? oh boy ! yes it is. Poor Crew

has spent most of his life jumping between these worlds as well as helping his mates in all of them,

no wonder he gets a little lost and depressed. Even Dahlia is confused sometimes not knowing

quite where she is or if she's awake or asleep. The two of them together was bound to be awesome,

but were they going to end up in another world or the real one in the end, was Dahlia even going to

be alive. This book is suspenseful, intriguing and mysterious. Yes you do need to focus on reading

a bit harder sometimes but it is worth that effort. I am loving each one of these stories and how they

all continue from each other, all intertwining along the way and giving insights into other members of

the group as they go, each character is loveable in their own way. All are protective of each other

and even more so of the females, each story is different so it doesn't get boring. They are

interesting and stretch your own imagination as you read, for me it keeps me hooked and wanting

more. The writer has an incredible way with words creating stories that really have me enjoying my

reading, losing myself completely and wanting to just shut myself away until I have read them all. I

also love the covers on these books, since I follow most of the models on them it is nice to have a

face to put to the male characters, picturing them in these roles. You do need to read in order

because the overall story wouldn't make sense otherwise. I also love the magical aspect it isn't all

shifting and mating, there is far more going on and things that happen in one book may tie in to

something in another further on in the series, so you may think why is that there? while reading at

that time but then in another book it becomes clear. Straight into book 4 and I have book 5 waiting.

Lisa has done it again. Crew knew that his One True Mate would die because of what he did when

he was thirteen. Dahlia knew she would die when she was twenty-five. Fate brought them together

but can they survive the fate they've been dealt? This is an awesome series. I cannot compare it to

other shifter series since it's the first one I've read. By reading reviews and the comments of other

readers on social media, I understand that this series is different than most shifter series. What that

difference is, I don't know. But I will say that this is a must read series.

Another great read about the shifted. In this book we learn more about Crew and meet his mate

Dahlia. They interact in several different worlds besides this one as they learn more about the true

mates. We get to see more of the characters from before as well as a couple of new ones. Great

interaction between all these characters . Going on to the next book to see what happens to



Beckett's also to find out what's going to happen with Elle sister who is still in a coma from previous

book.

This is book 3 in the series. Please read them in order since they are about finding their mates and

filling a prophecy. Plus it would help with knowing the characters and their powers. This story was

harder to fallow do to the dream worlds.Overview. This is Crew's story. He knows that his mate will

be killed and taken from him because of Khain the bad demon. So crew has been fighting destiny

so that his mate could live. But when he meets Dahlia his mate in the dream world/ alternate reality

he knows that he can no longer go without having her. But Crew and Dahlia learn that they can be

together if they work together.

I love hate this book. I was intrigued by Crew from the previous books. I fell in love with him and

Beckett in this book. I even liked Mac some more. Dahlia is freaking awesome. Wait until you find

out what she is, it will blow your mind. But the the changing of world's confused the hell out of me.

That's the only part that made me hate the book. I didn't mind different worlds just the frequent

changing was hard to grab at times. But all in all the book was funny, exciting and sexy with lots of

aha moments.

Crew is a tortured soul, knowing his one true mate will die over and over again with his inability to

save her. He is determined not to put himself in a situation where he could meet her in the hope of

saving her life. But the fates have another plan in mind. Dahlia, his one true mate is a traveler as is

Crew and they are destined to meet again and again. This is a story about choices, consequences,

and destiny. It is a fantasy tale about female angelic power and the strength of family. It's a story

about love. This is another story beautifully written by Ms. Ladew that you will long remember.

The characters really make this series. The world that Lisa Ladew has created just adds even more

to the positives found here. Crew and Dahlia were great. It was very interesting to see into a few of

these other worlds. It was confusing at first, but explained a lot about why Crew acts the way he

does, and Dahlia too. Again we see many of the characters from the previous stories. I love that.

Make sure you start with #1, as you really need to read these in order to get the full effect. Enjoy it! I

know I am.

Crew and Dahlia what a great couple as only Lisa LaDaw can do. Her books are perfection and her



writing will keep you enticed from beginning to end. You will not be able to put one of her books

down and as soon as you finish one you have to start the next one. Her stories are complex and

have many characters in them. It would seem as if keeping all the themes and characters straight

would be difficult but LaDaw makes it seem likes child play. I like that each story has secondary

characters that we have already met. The continuity of the story line from book to book is amazing

as you can also read these books as standalone. One true mate for each of us what a nice thought

and she makes all the danger so worth it. You will love her books and I can't wait to read the next

one.
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